Palmetto Wings Pipeline

OCTOBER 2015

The Chapter E Team
Directors
Keith & Kim Stidham

Hello Chapter E,

864-915-9277

Assistant Directors
Thank goodness fall has arrived and along with it came the
rain which is a good thing.
We want to apologize for the picnic cancellation. Maybe we
can squeeze it in before it gets too cold.

Tim & Miriam Hormell
864-848-2808

Educators
Jerry & Teresa Hill
864-908-6114

It looks like Carl has a good crowd going to Johnson City.
Hopefully the rain will stay away.

MEC

The district picnic is Saturday October 3rd. If you would
like to go, contact John Crabtree as he and Janet are
going.

Ride Coordinator

Don't forget our next meeting on October 10th. Eat at
5:30, meet at 6:30.

Peggy Holder
864-288-8409
Carl & Larue Hallman
864-254-9465

Treasurer
John & Janet Crabtree
864-862-6737
Newsletter Editor

Kim & Keith Stidham

Evelyn Hatton
864-962-9341

Couple of the Year
Tim & Miriam Hormell
Editor’s Note - As of today (Oct. 2, 2015), due to weather conditions,
the trip to Johnson City and the District picnic have both been
cancelled.
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FROM THE CHAPTER RIDER EDUCATORS:

OCTOBER 2015

Top Ten Tools to Take With You
When setting out for a tour, be it extended or just a weekend jaunt, you need to plan for any hurdles you
may encounter on the way. The best strategy to increase your odds of being able to continue your ride after
a mishap or mechanical issue is to carry a tool kit that includes more than just the basics. While your bike
probably came with a factory kit, you’d be foolish to count on it to serve as anything more than a
paperweight. Read on to see what tools I think you should carry – at a bare minimum.
The best choices I’ve found are tool rolls which can accommodate different tool loads while closing tightly to
keep the loose parts from falling out. Roadgear is just one of many vendors offering quality tool pouches.
Naturally, electrical tape can be used to fix wiring issues. That’s what it’s designed for. However, electrical
tape can be used for numerous other things. I’ve also added zip ties to the pocket that carries my baling
wire. The two are an almost unstoppable combination for jury-rigged roadside repairs. Yes, your OEM tools
probably have two different sizes of open ends on the same wrench, but they’re made out of crap metal that
wants to make your problems worse by rounding off fasteners. Pack a combination wrench for each of the
major fastener sizes your bike uses. It’ll usually only be two or three wrenches. Give yourself bonus points if
you pay a little extra for ratcheting wrenches that can really pay off in tight spaces.
After you’ve rounded off a fastener with the OEM wrench, your only recourse may be locking pliers. This
isn’t ideal but will work in a pinch. Also, locking pliers can be used to hold parts together while you strap them
down with baling wire, zip ties, or electrical tape. And, if you’re particularly desperate, they can be a crude
substitute for levers and fasteners and handles and…Motorcycle manufacturers seem to love allen bolts.
(Some share a similar love of the dreaded Torx bolt.) Carrying allen keys in the popular sizes for your bike
will help you cinch down or adjust that component that uses allen bolts.
With a multi-bit screwdriver, one tool can be used on any screw you may have on your bike. (Yes, even Torx
screws.) You’d be surprised at how often you’ll use the screwdriver while on the road – particularly when
camping. Also, you can use the hollow of the bit mount to extend your allen key for a little more leverage if
you’ve encountered a stubborn bolt.
A multi-tool (a.k.a. Leatherman) is so useful when traveling that you shouldn’t keep it in your tool kit. It
deserves a place of honor in your tank bag. Good multi-tools will have a healthy combination of pliers, a knife,
a can opener, a bottle opener, a corkscrew, a leather punch, a screw driver, wire cutters, scissors, nail file, a
saw, a masseuse, and a lawyer (to help negotiate those speeding tickets).
LEDs have forever altered the world of flashlights. Now, you can use them almost with abandon, knowing
that the batteries won’t die just a few minutes into whatever task you’re trying to accomplish. If you can,
get one that has an attachment to mount to your head, freeing your hands to set up camp or make that
nighttime roadside repair. Your flashlight (and an extra set of batteries) should live in an easy-to-access
spot on your bike when you’re traveling.
Most of all don’t ever leave home without it. And that’s the Goldwing Handbook with the names of all our
members who live in the various states and places that we may venture to go while out riding. You never
know when you may need to use it, but from hearing other members talk about how handy it came to be very
useful when in trouble and out where there was hardly any service of any kind. Remember before setting on
any long journey or just for a long weekend ride it pays to have preventive maintenance done in order to
ensure that your bike in travel worthiness.
Jerry and Teresa Hill
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HAPPENINGS FROM THE HORMELLS

OCTOBER 2015

October 10 - Chapter "E" regular monthly meeting at Carolina Fine Foods in Simpsonville. SC. Eat at 5:30
and meet at 6:30 PM.
October 24 - Plaque attack. Chapter "P" in Lexington now has the traveling plaque. Details coming soon.
It's fall y’all! Hopefully cooler weather is on the way and we will be able to get out there and ride more.
Come and meet the gang on Tuesday nights for dinner when you can. We have great food and fellowship.
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FROM MEC CORNER:

OCTOBER 2015

September was a better month for riding so I hope all of you took every
opportunity to get in some fun on the bike.
On Saturday the 12th we had our monthly meeting at Carolina Fine Foods in
Simpsonville with 25 members and 5 visitors. We had some members who were
out sick so we need to remember them in our prayers. Contact those who were
absent and let them know they were missed.
September 8th at Papas and Beer hosted by Jerry and Teresa with 9 members
3 visitors.
September 15th at Coach House hosted by Skip and Nadine with 14 members .
September 22nd at Saluda River Grille hosted by Paul with 12 members and 6
visitors.
September 29th at K&W hosted by Willis and Virginia with 13 members and 1
visitor.
Since fall is here maybe we will be able to get out on the open road and be safe
and have lots of fun.
Everyone should check your membership card to make sure it is up to date.
Peggy Holder
MEC

October Birthdays

October Anniversaries

John Crabtree - 10/25

Skip & Nadine Wiggins - 10/26
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